Ron Broussard is an internationally celebrated
speaker and executive presentation consultant and coach
whose mission is to help business leaders and people
stretch their relationship capital by using their energy,
influence, and resources to create positive changes in the
world starting their most important relationship with the
man/woman in the mirror.
His company, Entheos Consulting Group, LLC, helps motivate and empower
executives and ambitious entrepreneurs transform their businesses by stepping up, taking
charge, and stretching their relationships with themselves, their teams, clients, and
customers through connecting, empowering, and valuing. At the end of the day, Ron helps
people and business create relationships that improves their personal, career, and business
performance.
In his role as a Consultant and Coach, he has helped a diverse range of clients from
businesses, non-profits, actors and athletes increase their potential through
STRETCHYOURSELF™. He has mentored and worked with over 3000 clients, helping them
to create a relational experience with their personal lives, careers, and businesses by
building teams that accomplish more with less conflict, gaining confidence in achieving their
goals and, ultimately, increasing their company’s bottom line.
He is the author of three books Wanting Eyes, Footprints Of My Soul, and Stretch
Yourself Create the Relationships You Deserve (Outskirts Press 2013). He is part of the expert
panel for Motivational Speakers, a RichLife Advisor, and a contributing writer with
SpeakerMatch's Newsletter, Behind the Podium and Black Life Coaches. He is also a
Certified Law of Attraction Practitioner.
Ron’s background includes over twelve years’ experience consulting and coaching
with organizations such as American Investors Network, Trump University, Nationwide Real
Estate, Robert Allen Success Group and through his own coaching and consulting business
with Entheos Consulting Group.
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A US Army veteran of twelve years, Ron is a graduate of the University of Maryland in
legal studies and Johnson County Community College in Hospitality Management. He is a
Certified Professional Coach through Fowler Wainwright International Institute of
Professional Coaching, and a Certified Law of Attraction Practitioner through Global Sciences
Foundation. Ron is a member of the International Coach Federation, International Speakers
Association, and the Foundation of International Board of Certified Trainers.
When Ron isn’t coaching or consulting, he loves creating special moments with his
family, connecting with friends, animals, weightlifting, traveling, writing, reading, and
stretching his own personal & spiritual transformation. He is a native of Florida who follows
his passion, lives life defined only on his terms, and is passionate about being in service to
help others stretch their relationship capital.
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